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About This Game

Toilet Run is a first-person maze runner. Navigate your way to porcelain before your bladder explodes. The game consists of six
levels, designed to test your skills of hapless navigation.
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Best snooker game since Jimmy White whirlwind snooker. Career is fun, plenty of matches and not being able to create you
own layer isn\u2019t a deal breaker for me. The physics are good, commentary is well done. I found the AI a bit difficult but
after practice I\u2019m able to compete. I can only recommend this :). This is a hard review.

Pros
+ Infinite sprinting
+ Good graphics
+ Notes go automatically to your hand and are clear and well written
+ Great sounds and music
+ Nice menu and buttons, backstory is good to

Cons
- The teleporting parts dont make too much sense
- The monsters in coffins are a bit odd (But the sounds are scary)
- Low replayability
- No achivements (I think)
- Not really open world like I wanted

Overall 7\/10 great free game definatly thumps up. Pretty cool shootup game !! very nice graphic !! Wow for a mini price its a
big deal. it gets boring fast but i enjoyed the first 10 minutes. Wow! Played like five minutes of it and bailed. Writing my first
review ever just to warn people. This game would've been horrible 20 years ago. The camera movement and gunfights feel like
a crappy mod of an even crappier game made in the 90s. Do NOT buy this. Wow.....

EDIT: 2 of my posts in the discussion board have been actively deleted! I just posted them and watched them get removed!
Crazy.

EDIT 2: FOUR of my posts have been deleted now. The last one was gone with 30 seconds of me posting it.

DO NOT BUY.. TLDR: this does not qualify as a PC Port. It is a vita game with a partially functional PC emulator... RPG
Maker games have better controls than this. They might as well put it back on NA/EU Vita instead of making a PC port.

I picked this up as I enjoyed Dungeon Travelers 2 on the Vita...
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While this maybe a PC port in name, it does not properly support keyboard and mouse usage. Keybinds for the keyboard are
locked down and unchangeable. The devs simply map the vita controls on the keyboard... there are 3 sets of direction buttons
alone... 1 for the keypad and 2 for the sticks... All the controls button are in the most awkward of positions.

Mouse is not fully supported either, and you cannot click thru dialogue with your mouse. Mouse only work for clicking on
shop's button and a few less functional things.
. Got it from a 65 cent random key... I want my 65 cents back... game constantly crashes, its poorly optimised, it physically
makes no sense. At least it has allot of cheap cards :). Very fun game, has lots of potential but of course still needs work as its
early access. Played it for the last few days and loved it. Cruise around the star systems, wrecking pirates, questing and building
a sweet ship.
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It's a pretty decent rogue-lite, up until the third boss. That's when you realize it's just another RNG crap-shoot with fancy
graphics. On the plus side, the enemy AI is intriguing, implementing guerilla tactics when the cards are on the table. POLYGOD
also has one of the more unique and compelling atmospheres I've ever seen in a first person shooter; I go so far as to compare
the story to E.Y.E. Divine Cybermancy. But I can't rate it on consistency since I never finished it.

Final Score: Those flying spike ball things can eat **** and die.. The soundtrack, nods to cartoons and movies, and art style are
absolutely fantastic.. Pretty awesome. Hope that they add french and K.U.K soon.. Not much to say about this since the best was
the image from the storepage, so recommend you to save your money and look for something else instead ;)

the game is very bad balanced and tower placement are really messed up!
as if they just was smashed down quickly right after they completed most of level design + many times towers wont fire at
enemies when they are in range & each time you restart a map and build the same it's not same result you get each time =
messed up somehow

(should be in early access if you ask me)

edit: This comes from a real TD player and not some casual pleb "there screams OMFG Kittens then its good no matter what...
(you're welcome to hate me for not having same opinion)
But there are no way in world that i can recommend this game
(unless) you are looking for a bad experience. I still hate this game!. A short game focused heavily on storyline mixed in with
interactive puzzles.
Pros
- The game looks stunning for the most part (Add a brightness control)
- I found no performance issues
- Great soundtrack.

Some issues
- Movement is pretty poor, the parkour throughout the game felt like it shouldn't be there with the current movement system.
The jumps felt kind of broken, half the time my jumps never activated on the parkour.
- The storyline is fine but doesn't link back to the puzzles. In my experience the puzzles never related back to the actual
storyline, they felt like two separate entities jammed together.
- The game introduced elements (moving platforms etc.) but never brought them back again. I would have loved to see a more
diverse range of puzzles elements throughout the game instead of focusing on one element.

Notes
This is a simple game, for the most part, players won't have an issue figuring out the puzzles.
The trailer seems a bit misleading, the trailer is fast paced with an upbeat soundtrack which the game is the opposite of. The
game is slower paced and focuses more on a story.

For the price? The game is 100% worth it if you like a story based 3D platformer with a relaxing feel.. Good idea... but that's it:
The top down ismetric is ok, but it is combined with horrible commands prompt and the content is super short. Within less than
an hour you have seen all the game has to offer.

It was left in programming abandonment in 2015.. Allright lets get this game over and done with.
Firstly- It's a fun game, secondly its not the best game. It's an indie game so dont whine too much. Its not bad.
Having said that. It is a a game ported from a mobile game sothere is bound to be issues.

Pros
Its exactly like the mobile game as in it is exacctly liket he mobile games minus the dlc. in the mobile game the dlc are
something you have to buy kromium to get. Here at least you just have to buy the the dlc and you get the titans.
Its for casual gamers. Dont think of spending hundred sof hours into it. Seriously its just a casual gaming game. If you want to
grind by all means but its better playing it, stopping doing other things then when you feel like it go back to it.

Cons
Its exctly like the mobile game. I mean come on at least change it up a bit its suppose to be in the computer. Try out better
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graphics or having more ship not just use the exact same game and just port it to the pc.
THe fact you have to grind like hell just to get things. Like seriously no to grind, a little bit is okay but to spend mroe than a few
minutes just to afford a new shp or a new weapon thats given at random is freaking insane.

Having said that have fun and give it a try

Version 1.6 Released:
Includes the following:

+ Second level rework
+ Improved textures and props
+ Environmental effects
+ Occlusion culling
+ Bug and lighting fixes
+ Loading optimizations and indicators
+ Unity engine upgrade (2018.3.11f1). Version 1.5 Released:
Includes the following:

+ One new and one significantly revised level
+ Randomization of game goals on replay
+ Full rework of game post-processing
+ Mouse sensitivity control
+ New menus, displays, and credits
+ Small enhancements and bug fixes
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